Installation Instructions
Ultra and Whisper Cube Suspended Track
FIG. 1
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Note: Verify the drop ceiling is installed and functioning
properly before installing track.

TRACK

1. Layout track sections and bends on the floor. Join bends
to straight sections of track with a splice. Attach splice
to track with sheet metal screws. Trim track sections as
required by layout. SEE FIG. 1
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Mounting to a hard ceiling. SEE FIG. 2:
PAN HEAD SHEET
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A1. Attach top support bracket to the hard ceiling with the
appropriate fasteners for the substrate e.g. drywall screws
on drywall. Supports should be located at splices and
spaced 2 feet apart on straight runs.

FIG. 2

A2. Cut post to appropriate length and attach it to the top
support bracket.
A3. Cut square holes through the ceiling for the posts.
Screw the bottom track holder to the post.
A4. Attach the track assembly to the bottom track holder
on the post.
A5. Attach L-Bracket where the track meets the wall. Drill
holes in L-bracket and attach it to the wall with two #10
x 1-3/4” sheet metal screws and alligator anchors. Fasten
the track to the L-Bracket with one #8x1/2” hex head selfdrilling screw. SEE FIG. 4.
With suspended support gridclips attached to the
suspended ceiling grid. SEE FIG. 3:
FIG. 3

B1. Attach suspended support gridclips on the ceiling grid
with one clip every 2 feet. Use suspended flush gridclips
for flush ceiling tiles and suspended tegular gridclips for
tegular edge ceiling tiles.
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B2. Cut post to appropriate length and attach it to the
gridclips.
B3. Screw the bottom track holder to the post.
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B4. Attach the track assembly to the bottom track holder
on the post.
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TRACK

B5. Attach L-Bracket where the track meets the wall. Drill
holes in L-bracket and attach it to the wall with two #10
x 1-3/4” sheet metal screws and alligator anchors. Fasten
the track to the L-Bracket with one #8x1/2” hex head selfdrilling screw. SEE FIG. 4.
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Installation Questions?
Contact our Installation Hotline 866.EZINPRO
For Sales & Customer Service call 800.222.5556
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Option. 2a1

FIG. 5
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2. Slide the carriers on the track and attach end caps (plastic
or metal) on the open ends. SEE FIG. 5
Option 2a. If using the Pop Out Carrier:
END
CAP
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2a1. Snap carrier onto body.
2a2. Place carrier hooks into curtain grommets.
Lock carriers into place.
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2a3. Slide carriers on the track.
3. Attach curtains to the carriers. SEE FIG. 6

FIG. 6
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